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EDITORIAL
Wow! What gorgeous weather we are having. It does not seem that long ago
that the roads were continually wet and we had to contend with the difficult
driving conditions associated with that particular weather.
However, heat and sunshine also come with their own problems, including your
vehicle overheating, particularly if you are caught in a traffic jam.
To help overcome this problem, inspect all the hoses and ensure that the coolant
is kept topped up. Keep extra water on board and if your car does not have airconditioning, ensure that it is well ventilated.
No matter what the season, driving at a sensible speed, paying attention behind
the wheel and having a properly maintained vehicle will make driving safer and
less stressful for everyone.
Stay safe and enjoy your driving.
THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF WIPER BLADES
Wiper blades might not be the most exciting of
topics but old, worn, or perished wipers can not
only make wet weather driving a misery but they
also can be dangerous. For this reason, many
manufacturers recommend that they are
changed once annually, at least.
Yet, as with all technologies, times change and
wiper tech has moved with the times as well.
Ensure, therefore, that you buy the correct type for your car.
1 Traditional
The once common design consists of a metal, or plastic, frame that features
between four and eight points (pictured) that distribute pressure to the rubber
blade. These can be very fiddly to fit, so ensure that any parts you buy include
any appropriate adapters.
2 ‘Flat’ blades
This design has become almost universal within the past decade. Despite them
being more expensive than the traditional designs, with their ‘hook’ type wiper
arm, they are far easier to fit on cars that were fitted with them when new.
A tensioned metal strip replaces the several separate pressure points of the
traditional wiper, to distribute an even force across the entire rubber blade. Their
moulded rubber profile also matches the windscreen’s curves more accurately
and, because they are more aerodynamic, wind noise is reduced.
You can update a car from traditional to flat wiper blades; ask your motor factor
if any conversion blades are suitable for your make-and-model.
3 ‘Hybrid’ blades
Unsurprisingly, hybrid types are traditional-type wipers in terms of their basic
construction and lack the tensioned metal strip. Yet, their plastic covers offer the
looks and aerodynamic advantages of flat wipers. They tend to accommodate
the traditional ‘hook’ type wiper arm fittings and are more common on vehicles
from Asian manufacturers.
COPY DATE FOR OCTOBER SEGMENT IS
3rd SEPTEMBER 2021
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WHAT ARE SYNTHETIC FUELS?
The internal combustion engine is dead. Or at least, that’s what we’re constantly
being told, with governments planning bans on petrol and diesel vehicles and
manufacturers investing heavily in electric vehicles.
However, while EVs are undoubtedly going to be a big part of reducing
emissions in the automotive industry, another option has quietly been gaining
steam and could breathe new life into combustion-engined vehicles – synthetic
fuels.
They almost seem too good to be true, so what are they, and how likely are they
to go mainstream? Let’s take a look…
What is a synthetic fuel?
When it comes to their basic makeup, synthetic fuels – or eFuels as they are
sometimes known – are essentially no different to the diesel or petrol that comes
from crude oil. However, the key difference is that they’re produced from CO2
and hydrogen using renewable energy.
What are the key advantages?
Electric vehicle uptake is slow, and there are concerns in some corners about
whether enough EVs can be built in time for widespread uptake, or whether the
charging infrastructure will be in place.
The UK is banning the sale of pure petrol- or diesel-powered cars from 2030,
including hybrids from 2035, putting time pressure on the situation.
Synthetic fuels can be used in existing combustion engines without any
adaptations needed, meaning cars already on the road can use the sustainably
sourced fuels, while also reducing the need to bring in bans so soon.
This will help to extend the life of combustion-engined cars, reduce emissions
and create a more sustainable transition to zero-emission motoring.
Are there downsides?
Yes, though they don’t seem totally insurmountable. Porsche is the
manufacturer that’s most getting behind synthetic fuels, but even it admits that
it’s currently far more efficient to simply use renewable energy to charge an
electric vehicle than to use it to create synthetic fuels.
However, the German car maker is investing in development of synthetic fuels
with various other major global companies such as Siemens, which should see
the process become more efficient and the end product a higher quality.
Will synthetic fuels catch on?
At this point it’s impossible to know, because everyone from governments to car
manufacturers have thrown their weight so heavily behind electric vehicles.
However, even as EV uptake grows, there will still be millions of petrol and
diesel cars on the road that need fuel, and this could be a fantastic solution.
If Porsche starts to see good results quickly, expect to see more and more
companies investing in the technology in the coming years, increasing its
likelihood of making it to the pumps.
A STRANGE DAY
It has been a strange day.
First I found a hat full of money and then I was chased by an angry man with a
guitar.
[3]

MOST DRIVERS BACK WIDER USE
OF AVERAGE SPEED CAMERAS ON
MOTORWAYS
More than half of drivers would be in
favour of using average speed cameras
on regular stretches of motorway to
combat speeding.
The cameras, which measure how long
it takes motorists to travel between two
fixed points, are sometimes used on Aroads, but on motorways they mostly
operate in sections of highway with
roadworks.
However, in a survey of over 3,000 people for the RAC Report on Motoring, 54
per cent said they would be in favour of using them on regular motorways to
enforce the 70mph limit.
That’s despite 56 per cent admitting they had broken the speed limit on
motorways, with 34 per cent saying they had travelled in excess of 80mph.
Three per cent even said they had travelled above 100mph.
RAC road safety spokesman Simon Williams said: “Despite more than half of
drivers admitting to regularly exceeding the 70-mph speed limit, road safety
statistics clearly show that motorways are our safest roads.
“With so many motorists admitting to driving much faster than they should on the
motorway, it was interesting to see such strong support for average speed
cameras to be used more widely to enforce the 70-mph limit as opposed to just
in roadworks, as is currently the case.
“We believe drivers see these cameras as being very effective at reducing
speeds over longer distances and controlling traffic flow as well as being fairer
than fixed position ones as they aren’t instantly punished for a momentary
transgression.”
Speed limit compliance is higher on roads with lower limits. However, in the
study, 39 per cent said they ‘frequently disobeyed 20mph limits’, while 33 per
cent said the same of 60mph country lanes.
Eleven per cent admitted they had driven above 40mph in a 30mph limit, while
10 per cent had exceeded 30mph in a 20mph zone.
VOLUNTEER DRIVERS WANTED
Group member Lee Walker who works for the NHS has asked for volunteers to
drive mini buses so if anyone would like to put themselves forward please
contact via the e-mail below.
Passenger Assistant and Mini bus drivers
If you have a driving licence you can drive one of our mini buses! We support
food banks and day centres at various times of the day. If you like chatting to
people and want to see more of Lewisham, consider being a Passenger
Assistant.
Please email transport@vslonline.org.uk if you or someone you know would like
to find out more.
[4]

NEW ASSOCIATES
Welcome to the following new Associates who have recently joined the Group:Kyra Clifford

Lawrence Donnelly

Sally Leach

LONDON PEDESTRIANS TO GET
TRAFFIC LIGHT PRIORITY OVER
VEHICLES
A total of 18 pedestrian crossings across
London will show a ‘green person’ by
default to help make it “the world’s most
walkable city”, Transport for London has
announced.
‘Green Person Authority’ traffic lights will
display a continuous red light to drivers
unless they detect approaching traffic, at
which point vehicles will be let through temporarily.
It’s part of the capital’s latest move to make its transport network more
sustainable, supporting “a green recovery” from the coronavirus pandemic. It
follows newly re-elected Mayor Sadiq Khan’s pledge to be the “greenest Mayor
London’s ever had” when he confirmed the city’s expansion of Ultra-Low
Emission Zones (ULEZ) earlier this month.
The new technology is already installed at seven locations in Tower Hamlets,
Newham, Hounslow, Richmond and Hillington and will be delivered at 11 more
by the end of June.
The number of journeys made on foot has shot up throughout the pandemic.
Almost a third (31%) of Londoners say they are walking to places where they
used to travel by a different mode, TfL data shows. At one point last year, the
proportion of journeys being made on foot increased from 35% to almost 50%.
Will Norman, London’s walking and cycling commissioner, said: “Walking has so
many benefits – it doesn’t just enable us to get from A to B, but also improves
our mental and physical health.
“We know that safety is a key concern for people walking around London, and
giving pedestrians priority is a powerful way of putting them first and making it
easier to cross London’s roads.
“By combining this with creating extra pavement space and ensuring roadworks
are carried out in a way that doesn’t disrupt Londoners, we will make our city the
world’s most walkable and eradicate collisions on the streets.”
Living Streets chief executive Mary Creagh added: “Putting pedestrians first at
crossings will make streets safer for everyone.”
The locations for the new signals were determined by factors including high
pedestrian flow, proximity to pedestrian destinations like shopping centres,
stations and schools, and the sustainability of existing technology.
TfL says it will continue to identify new locations where Green Person Authority
crossings can be introduced, with the aim of increasing their number over the
coming years.
[5]

SELF-DRIVING CARS GIVEN GREEN LIGHT FOR MOTORWAY USE LATER
THIS YEAR
Self-driving cars enabling drivers to take their eyes off the road and their hands
off the wheel could be permitted on UK motorways later this year.
The Department for Transport (DfT) announced it will allow hands-free driving in
vehicles with lane-keeping technology on motorways with slow traffic, at speeds
of up to 37mph.
It has set out how a vehicle with an automated lane keeping system (ALKS)
could legally be used by a driver not paying attention, as long as there is no
evidence to “challenge the ability” of it to be used autonomously.
ALKS enables a motorist to hand over control to their vehicle, although they
must be available to resume the driving task.
It is designed to constantly monitor speed and keep a safe distance from other
road users, normally through the use of cameras and sensors.
The DfT describes ALKS as “traffic jam chauffeur technology”.
In the event the system detects an “imminent collision risk”, it will carry out an
“emergency manoeuvre” which could involve braking or a change of direction.
The DfT claimed the technology could boost road safety as human error
“contributes to over 85% of accidents”.
A consultation has been launched on updates to the Highway Code to ensure
autonomous systems are used safely and responsibly.

Transport minister Rachel Maclean said: “This is a major step for the safe use of
self-driving vehicles in the UK, making future journeys greener, easier and more
reliable while also helping the nation to build back better.
“But we must ensure that this exciting new tech is deployed safely, which is why
we are consulting on what the rules to enable this should look like.
continued
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“In doing so, we can improve transport for all, securing the UK’s place as a global science superpower.”
Jim Holder, editorial director of magazine and website What Car?, said the new
policy is a “sensible first step” towards autonomous driving.
“These are very, very controlled circumstances, low speed, relatively straight
roads, clear road markings,” he told the PA news agency.
“In theory this should be a very effective way of using the technology to good
effect.”
He said the UK is in a “global competition” to develop the technology.
The announcement “gets us back in the race” as the UK is “a bit behind” the US
and China, Mr Holder added.
Steve Gooding, director of the RAC Foundation, said humans are “invariably the
weak link” when it comes to driving safely, but he warned there are “challenges”
when journeys involve a transfer of control between technology and the person
behind the wheel.
“There is a risk of situations in which drivers over-rely on the automated system,
expecting it to deal with events for which it is neither intended nor capable.
“And what happens when drivers are expected to take back control in an emergency? Research for us shows that it can take drivers several seconds to regain
command of their vehicle.”
Mike Hawes, chief executive of the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders,
said: “Technologies such as automated lane keeping systems will pave the way
for higher levels of automation in future.
“These advances will unleash Britain’s potential to be a world leader in the development and use of these technologies, creating essential jobs while ensuring
our roads remain among the safest on the planet.”
But AA president Edmund King claimed “we shouldn’t be in race to take drivers’
hands off the wheel”.
He went on: “There are still gaps in how this technology detects and stops if the
vehicle is involved in a collision.
“There are still question marks over how drivers will be fully informed how these
systems work.
“More needs to be done to rigorously test these systems before they are used
on UK roads.”
Concerns about autonomous vehicles were raised when two men were killed on
April 17 when a Tesla Model S crashed into a tree in Texas.
Police believe no-one was in the driver’s seat when the collision occurred.
Tesla’s Autopilot system enables a car to steer, accelerate and brake automatically within its lane, but currently requires active driver supervision.
DID YOU KNOW?
 The man who invented cats eyes got the idea when he saw a cat in his
headlights. If the cat had been going the other way, he would have invented
the pencil sharpener.
 It turns out that if you bang two halves of a horse together, it doesn’t make
the sound of a coconut.
 Five out of every three people have trouble understanding fractions.
[7]

CAR BODY STYLES EXPLAINED
The automotive industry is full of odd names and acronyms that can prove
baffling when trying to look for something to buy.
Nowadays, even when it comes down to knowing what shape to look for, there
are so many niches it can all get a little confusing.
To help you get your head around it all, we’ve put together a quick guide
explaining the different body styles to make navigating the classifieds easier.
City cars
As the name would suggest, these models are designed for use in the city. As
such, they’re really small to make navigating busy, narrow streets easier, as well
as being able to nip into tight parking spots. The downside is that this usually
means they’re not particularly practical.
Supermini
Because simply calling them a ‘small car’ would be boring, instead we have the
supermini. These are slightly larger than city cars, and are designed for people
who want something compact for urban life, but need a bit more space to carry
passengers or shopping bags, for example.
Hatchback / Liftback
Again, these tend to be a step up in size from superminis and are often best
described as small family cars. However, it simply refers to a hatch-style boot
opening, hinged from the roof, and can apply to a wide variety of similar shapes
and sizes.
Hot hatch
This is a particularly important one to know in the UK, as we have one of, if not
the biggest market for hot hatches. These are high-performance versions of a
manufacturer’s more sedate hatchbacks, getting more powerful engines and
upgraded equipment that make them handle better.
Saloon
These models can vary wildly in size, with smaller saloons aimed at families
ranging all the way up to large luxury cars. They have a ‘three-box’ design,
which means the engine, passenger compartment and cargo space are each in
a different section. These cars are often referred to as ‘sedans’ in America and
Europe.
Estate / Wagon
These are usually variations on saloon and hatchback models, providing a more
practical alternative – for example, the Mercedes-Benz C-Class is offered in both
saloon and estate form. These have a larger rear section, with the roof
extending into a vertical back end, providing a boxier look that allows for more
luggage capacity.
Shooting brake
These models started life as custom cars designed for shooting parties to carry
their equipment and game, but nowadays they tend to refer to a variation on the
estate. They’re typically a similar shape to these models but with a sleeker
shape that puts aesthetics before practicality.
continued
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SUV
This stands for sports utility vehicle and refers to larger 4×4-style vehicles. They
were originally designed to be appropriate for off-roading, with high-travel
suspension to make traversing rough terrain easier. However, buyers liked the
improved visibility and feeling of safety, which grew a new segment for roadgoing 4x4s, which became known as SUVs.
Crossover
These vehicles attempt to blend the smaller dimensions of hatchbacks with the
attributes of an SUV that appeal to buyers. They’re therefore typically based on
a manufacturer’s hatchback or supermini, but with a higher driving position,
higher ride height and more luggage space.
Pickup truck
These are typically commercial vehicles and have a cabin at the front and a load
bed at the rear. Much like SUVs, the market for private buyers has grown, but
these models typically still appeal to those who need a lot of cargo space and off
-road ability with little concern for creature comforts.
Coupe
A coupe is a hard-top car that typically only has two doors and a sleek design.
Sports cars typically take this shape as practicality is less of a concern than style
and performance.
Convertible
An open-roofed car, with either a manual or automatically operated roof made
from canvas or metal. These days there’s a huge variety of cars available with
convertible options, from superminis to supercars.
Supercars
Speaking of which, these tend to be the absolute pinnacle of performance cars.
Usually they’re coupes but also often convertibles. They give no concern to
practicality – it’s all about performance, with the most powerful engines and
exotic parts that make them handle better than anything else on the road.
HUMOROUS SIGNS
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THE MOST COMMON MYTHS ABOUT MOTORWAY DRIVING
Motorways are always in the news, whether it’s the ongoing controversy
around smart motorways or reports of speeding during lockdown.
With the UK’s coronavirus restrictions starting to lift, motorways are becoming
busier. Millions of us use them, but many misunderstand the particular rules that
apply to these roads.
Here we bust 12 common motorway myths. How many are news to you?
1. Any vehicle can drive in the right-hand lane
On a three-lane motorway, it’s against the law to drive a goods vehicle with a
maximum laden weight of more than 7.5 tonnes in the outside lane. The same
applies to trailers, including caravans, so don’t use the ‘fast lane’ to get to the
campsite quicker. You could be docked three points and fined up to £2,500.
2. The left-hand lane is the lorry lane
Similarly, the inside lane of the motorway can be (and should be) used by any
vehicle. Worryingly, a survey by the AA found nearly one in 10 young
drivers described the left-hand lane as a ‘lorry lane’, only to be used by those
driving HGVs. Drivers using the middle or outside lanes when the inside lane is
empty can be hit with an on-the-spot fine.
3. There is no national speed limit on the motorway
We all know there’s a speed limit on the motorway, but many drivers think they
can get away with travelling at 80mph or 90mph. While cameras typically stick to
the ’10 percent plus 2mph’ rule (meaning they’re unlikely to issue fines for
speeds up to 79mph on motorways), traffic officers are within their rights to
penalise you for driving at anything beyond 70mph.
You should note, too, that a lower 60mph limit applies to vehicles over 7.5
tonnes or towing a trailer (including caravans).
4. If you break down, you can remove any animals from your car
If you have to pull over onto the hard shoulder, it’s important for you and your
passengers to safely leave the vehicle and stand behind the crash barrier.
Accidents involving cars stopped on the hard shoulder are fairly common, and
the damage can be devastating if a lorry takes out a broken-down car.
However, you should not remove any animals you have in the car. We all love
our pets, but removing them at the side of the motorway is too dangerous. You
don’t know how they’re going to react – they might panic and run into the road,
causing a pile-up. It’s safer to leave them inside the car.
5. You can stop on the hard shoulder if you are ill or need the toilet
A motorist stopped on the hard shoulder for a ‘comfort break’ is still a worryingly
common sight. The hard shoulder is for emergency use only – and that doesn’t
include a passenger feeling travel sick, needing the toilet or reading a map.
Keep going until you can leave the motorway and find somewhere safe and legal
to stop.
6. Fog lights should be used in poor visibility
The Highway Code states: ‘You MUST use headlights when visibility is seriously
reduced, generally when you cannot see for more than 100 metres (328 feet).
You may also use front or rear fog lights but you MUST switch them off when
visibility improves’.
continued
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Some drivers switch their car fog lights on at the slightest hint of rain, snow or
mist – then forget to turn them off. They can be blinding to other drivers and
even disguise your brake lights. If you can see the rear lights of the car ahead
comfortably, you probably don’t need your fog lights on.
7. Motorway traffic should move over for joining vehicles
If there’s a lot of traffic heading down a slip road and you’re in the inside lane, it
might be helpful to indicate and move outwards to create space. Ultimately,
though, it’s the job of joining traffic to give way to cars already on the motorway.
Some people are overly cautious when joining the motorway. Joining at low
speeds can be very dangerous. If you’ve got a queue of traffic behind, you
could put other drivers in a dangerous situation. It’s easier to lose speed than
gain it, so build up your speed on the slip road then slot into traffic when you
join the motorway.
8. Lorry drivers can see everything
However many mirrors are fitted to lorries, drivers will always have blind-spots.
This is particularly true for drivers of left-hand-drive lorries on British motorways,
who might struggle to see cars or motorbikes alongside them. If you are overtaking a lorry, spend the minimum time alongside it.
Also, be careful not to change lanes into a lorry’s blind-spot when the driver
might be about to pull out and overtake a slower vehicle.
9. You should slow down for speed cameras
Average speed cameras are increasingly common in roadworks and on smart
motorways. These time how long a vehicle takes to travel between cameras,
and can issue fines if average speed is above the variable speed limit.
They don’t work like normal speed cameras, so slowing down when passing
below gantries before speeding up again could land you with a ticket. It will also
annoy other drivers.
10. Highways Agency traffic officers can stop you for speeding
It’s a common sight: drivers sitting in line behind a Highways Agency traffic officer doing 68mph. Yet while their vehicles might look similar to police cars, they
have no powers to pull you over or prosecute you for speeding.
Traffic officers are there to help in emergency situations – and have the power
to close the motorway when required
11. Smart motorway cameras aren’t always on
On smart motorways, the overhead display screens aren’t always illuminated.
However, that doesn’t mean speed cameras are switched off.
If no speed is displayed, you can assume the standard 70mph limit applies. Exceed that, though, and you risk a flash and a fine.
12. Smart motorway speed limits are advisory
If the motorway ahead is clear and a 40mph, 50mph or 60mph limit is displayed, many drivers assume this is advisory. In fact, that’s only the case if orange lights are flashing.
If the speed limit is ringed by a red circle, it is compulsory – so you could face
points and a fine if you go faster. You have been warned.
[11]

Group Night Diary

Meetings are held at the Small Hall, Crofton Halls, York
Rise, off Crofton Road, Orpington, BR6 8PR
Doors open 7.15pm for 7.45pm start

14th September 2021
To be Advised

14th December 2021
Christmas Quiz
(with buffet)

8th March 2022
59th AGM
(with Guest Speaker to be advised)

If you would like to organise a Group Night or have any
suggestions for a Speaker, then please contact a
member of the Committee.
Their details can be found on page 24.
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Want to Drive on the Skid Pan?

Following the group’s successful “Skid Pan Experience” at the Essex Skid
Pan, Kelvedon recently, we will be booking another date later in the year
(please see our website for further details).
There are some names already on the list for the next event, so if you want
to go, get your name down early to avoid disappointment.
The visit will start with a briefing on what you will be doing including safety
instructions. There are 10 places and there will be 2 instructors who will
give a demonstration on the skid pan and then you will be able to drive with
the instructor and practise what you will have been shown; to create a skid
and to be able to keep control, hopefully!
The cost is £60 each and you will be using the skid pan cars which are
both front and rear wheel drive.
Please let Michaela Halse have your name by e-mail, telephone, text or
post to:39 Great Queen St.
Dartford
Kent
DA1 1TJ
E-mail to: michaelahalse121@gmail.com
Phone: 020 7802 3240 Mobile: 07860 409493

Book now to avoid missing out!
[13]

HOW DOES TRACTION CONTROL WORK?
Traction control is a system that helps to keep
cars safer. It’s fitted to nearly all modern
vehicles and has gone on to become a key
part of a car’s suite of safety systems. It has
helped to avoid crashes and incidents while
making driving in poor conditions that little bit
more secure.
But despite being fitted to most cars, traction
control is a function that can seem a little
complicated to understand. So how does it work and what is it for? Let’s find out.
What does traction control actually do?
Essentially, traction control is a system that controls the amount that a car’s
wheels can slip. Because a slipping wheel isn’t gripping, it could lead to a car
losing control and result in an accident – particularly when the weather is bad.
By limiting the amount of slip, the systems allow the car to be kept in control.
In a front-wheel-drive car that means it’ll control the slip of the front wheels when
under acceleration, while it helps rear-wheel-drive cars from sliding out too.
How does it actually work?
A traction control system works by using sensors on each wheel. They’ll monitor
a wheel and be able to detect which one is spinning. Then, the system will
reduce the amount of power being sent to this wheel, therefore reducing the slip.
In more advanced systems – like Electronic Stability Control – it can also apply
the brake on this wheel to help slow it down. Then, the remaining power can be
moved to the wheels with grip, therefore helping the car to carry on going.
How will I know if the traction control system activates?
A traction control system works incredibly quickly so that often you might not
know when it’s working. However, you might notice the traction control light
flickering on the dash – it most commonly looks like a car with squiggly lines
behind it – accompanied by a small loss of power.
It’s not enough to disrupt you going forward, but more like the engine has been
temporarily switched off.
Do I need to do anything?
Usually not. The system activates because it has detected a loss in traction and
will, as we’ve mentioned, operate in the blink of an eye. It’s been designed to
keep drivers safer, after all, so there’s nothing you need to do. However, it might
be coming on because the road surface is slippery, so it’s worth taking extra
caution as you progress.
What if my traction control light is permanently on?
If your traction control light is permanently lit, it could be for a number of
reasons. Firstly, you might’ve turned the traction control off accidentally, which
will cause the light to illuminate.
Secondly, there might be an issue with the traction control system which needs
addressing. If you have any concerns, take your car to a trained mechanic to
have it checked out with diagnostic equipment.
If the light is flashing frequently, it might be that your tyres need replacing as
they’re struggling to grip. Get them checked out.
continued
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When would I need to switch off the traction control?
Under normal driving conditions, we’d never advise turning the traction control
off. Your car is at its safest with it switched on, so it’s best to keep it that way.
However, in instances when you’re driving on loose or extremely slippery
conditions – like gravel or snow – then switching traction control on can help you
to move. After all, the system cuts the power if it detects slipping wheels, so if
you’re driving through snow it’ll cause you to get a bit bogged down. That said,
newer four-wheel-drives with bespoke and complex traction control systems are
more capable over tricky terrain with the systems switched on.
GOVERNMENT
URGED
TO
MAKE
SEATBELT OFFENCES PUNISHABLE WITH
POINTS
Seatbelt offences should come with penalty
points on a driver’s licence, according to a road
safety charity.
In its most recent road safety plan launched in
2019, the government said it would change the
law so that those caught not wearing a seatbelt
could get points on their licence as well as a fine.
However, road safety charity GEM Motoring Assist is calling on the government
‘to honour the commitment’.
These rules already apply in Northern Ireland, and even extend to drivers who
don’t ensure a child in the front or rear seats is wearing a seatbelt.
GEM chief executive Neil Worth said: “Official figures (from 2017) show that
despite compliance rates of 98.6 per cent among car drivers, 27 per cent of
those killed in cars were not wearing a seat belt – amounting to more than 200
deaths.
“Seatbelts reduce the risk of death by 45 per cent for drivers and front seat
occupants. They also reduce the risk of serious injury by 50 per cent.
“Research shows time and again that seatbelt laws increase seatbelt use, and
therefore reduce deaths and serious injuries.
“We have seen mobile phone penalties for drivers rise in recent years, and if
seatbelt offences were dealt with in a similar way, we believe we would see a
significant and immediate reduction in the number of drivers and vehicle
occupants killed and seriously injured on our roads.”
In 2019, the Parliamentary Advisory Council for Transport Safety issued a report
that suggested the road safety community had ‘taken its eye off the ball’ with
regards to seatbelt compliance.
Following its report, it conducted a survey that found 72 per cent of respondents
supported the introduction of penalty points for those flouting seatbelt rules.
THE LAST REQUEST
John was on his deathbed and gasped pitifully, "Give me one last request, dear,"
he said.
"Of course, John," his wife said softly.
"Six months after I die," John said, "I want you to marry Bob."
"But I thought you hated Bob," she said..
With his last breath John said, "I do!"
[15]

MAJORITY OF MOTORISTS ARE NOT AWARE TYRES HAVE RATINGS FOR
GRIP, EFFICIENCY AND NOISE
Tyre retailers are legally required to apply stickers with ratings for their products,
but new research suggests many consumers are unaware that these exist.
Last month, the EU introduced a new standard for these stickers, which outline a
tyre’s rating for grip, efficiency and noise.
The labels, which also have symbols that indicate suitability for driving in snow
and ice, are expected to be set into UK law later this year, updating the existing
standard for tyre labelling.
However, new research by tyre manufacturer Apollo Vredestein indicates that a
high number of motorists are unaware there are tyre ratings available.
When questioned, just 43 per cent of the 500 people surveyed said they knew
about the ratings. One point of concern is that just 26 per cent said a tyre retailer
had explained a tyre’s performance rating at the point of purchase, which is a
legal requirement.
The labels are designed to make buyers better informed about the product they
are buying and the improved safety that could come from spending a bit more.
The survey suggests this would be more effective if consumers were more
aware the labels existed, with 69 per cent saying that seeing such data would
influence their decision in the future.
Karl Naylor, UK country manager at Apollo Vredestein, said: “These tyre ratings
are clearly valued very highly by car owners, yet awareness remains very low.
“That presents a significant challenge for public authorities and the tyre sector –
manufacturers, distributors and retailers alike – to improve education and enable
consumers to make informed purchasing decisions. Greater awareness will help
consumers select tyres that are better suited to their needs and will help
highlight those tyres that have the strongest environmental and safety
credentials.
“Given that up to 20 per cent of a passenger car’s CO2 emissions is accounted
for
by the
tyres,
enabling
customers to make informed
choices can make a real difference
as the government and public
authorities seeks to reduce the
environmental impact of road
transport.”
If the new EU regulations are
echoed in UK law, a tyre’s
information
sheet
must
be
displayed prominently close to the
tyre in a physical retail location or
made clearly visible online. An
online database will also be
available with each tyre’s ratings,
while car dealers will also have to
explain to customers the ratings for
tyres fitted to new cars.
[16]

WORD SEARCH ~ LILIES
Hidden in the grid below are the names of 24 different Lilies.
They may read horizontally, vertically or diagonally, but always in straight lines.
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LOOK BEYOND THE OBVIOUS FOR
SAFETY CLUES ON COUNTRY
ROADS
GEM Motoring Assist is encouraging
drivers to look beyond the obvious for
clues that will keep them safe on rural
road journeys this summer.
As traffic levels rise with the easing of
coronavirus
restrictions,
GEM
anticipates large numbers of people
making the most of sunny days for
journeys in the country.
To stay safe on a rural road, it’s vital to use not only the information given by
signs and road markings, but also to do your own detective work to anticipate
potential hazards on the road ahead, says GEM.
GEM chief executive Neil Worth commented: “Driving in the countryside is
usually a great pleasure, with good views, quiet roads and a variety of
interesting terrain. But country roads are used by many different people and
vehicles, so it’s vital to look for the clues – some obvious, others less so – as to
what might be round the next bend.
“That’s why we’re urging drivers to expect the unexpected and to make sure
they always have time and space to stop safely if necessary.
“What’s round the corner on a rural road with restricted visibility? It could be
another car or a motorcycle coming towards you too fast, a group of cyclists on a
ride out, sheep or cattle crossing the road, a horse and rider, a wild animal, a
slow-moving farm tractor…
“Until you have perfect sight of what’s ahead, you need to be ready to anticipate
what could be there. By adjusting your speed and position accordingly, you’re
doing your bit to keep yourself and the other road users safe.”
Simple detective work can often provide useful information about what may be
on the road ahead. Here are some examples:
 If you see mud on the road, expect to meet tractors or other slow-moving
farm vehicles.
 If you smell (or see) fresh-cut grass, look out for the mowing vehicle round
the next bend.
 The sight or smell of fresh horse manure tells you that horses and riders
could be close by.
 If there are wheelie bins at the end of driveways, then watch out for the bin
lorry.
GEM has prepared a selection of five simple driver tips to help improve rural
road safety:
What are the signs telling you?
Make sure you use any existing signage to help you. Usual signs include a
series of white chevron signs on a black background, indicating a sharp bend.
Slow down, even if the posted speed limit is 30 mph.
continued
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Room for two?
The narrowness of country lanes means that passing places are sometimes
provided into embankments or verges. Be prepared to reverse into these if
necessary.
Safe speeds
Stay safe by never exceeding the signed limit. Country lanes are often used as a
short cut or an escape from congested main roads. Using them may actually be
a longer way round to your destination leading you to be in a hurry. Slow down.
Bumpy roads
Country lanes may be in a poor state of repair. At any sign of this be ready for
pot-holes and other broken surfaces that can seriously damage your vehicle.
Think horse
Give horse riders a very slow and wide berth and keep your distance until it
becomes safe to pull past.
COLLISIONS, NOT ACCIDENTS: NEW
LANGUAGE TO MAKE ROADS SAFER
New guidelines have been released to help
shape the language used when describing
collisions on the roads. It’s claimed the advice
could make roads safer.
Coordinated by the University of Westminster
and backed by numerous organisations –
including the AA and Transport for London –
the Road Collision Reporting Guidelines follow on from similar documents
advising the media on how to report on suicides and domestic abuse.
It is hoped the guidance ‘will do the same for road collisions, representing an
industry standard by consensus that will continue to improve over time,’ said the
University of Westminster.
Clauses in the guidance recommend that journalists, among other things, avoid
use of the term ‘accident’, say ‘driver’ instead of ‘car’, and provide context to
road collisions, rather than presenting them as isolated incidents.
A way with words
The group also advises journalists not to portray law-breaking or Highway
Code contravention as acceptable, or to frame perpetrators as victims. It gives
the example that speed cameras aren’t ‘targeting’ road users, or causing danger
on the roads.
‘Speed is a major contributory factor in road collisions, serious injury and death
on the roads and media attention for targeted enforcement of speeding,
distracted driving, and impaired driving can increase awareness of – and support
for – those efforts,’ says the report.
“These guidelines are based on research and expert input. We know much good
road collision reporting already exists and we hope that the guidelines will help
spread this good practice,” said Professor Rachel Aldred.
“The research tells us that language matters, as it helps shape how we see and
treat others. So, for instance, referring to drivers rather than only their vehicles
helps remind us that behind every vehicle – be it a car, an HGV, a cycle or a
motorcycle – is a person making decisions that affect the safety of others.”
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HIGHER INSURANCE PREMIUMS FOR LOYAL CUSTOMERS BANNED BY
REGULATOR
New rules are to be introduced to stop car and home insurers from imposing socalled loyalty penalties on customers, the financial watchdog has announced.
The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) said it is cracking down on unscrupulous
firms to end the practice where existing customers are offered quotes that are
higher than new ones.
Regulators found last year that millions of customers were being unfairly
charged higher prices, including an extra £1.2 billion in 2018 alone.
Insurers will be required to offer renewing customers a price that is no higher
than they would pay as a new customer.
But those who regularly shop around for a cheaper deal, who are often younger
customers, could end up paying more, with discounts becoming smaller and
more scarce.
Sarah Coles, personal finance analyst at Hargreaves Lansdown, said: “Regular
switchers will pay the price. It’s something we’ve seen regularly from the FCA
now, where efforts to protect the most vulnerable customers end up costing
savvier consumers more.”
Ian Hughes, chief executive at data consultancy Consumer Intelligence, said:
“The savviest consumers who shop around each year will see prices rise and
discounts and offers disappear.
“However, there is an opportunity for the industry to take advantage of all this
change that is coming and do something that will be good for brands, good for
the industry and good for consumers.”
The FCA admitted the changes are likely to bring an end to unsustainably lowpriced deals to some customers.
But officials said that overall, consumers will save £4.2 billion over 10 years.
Many firms increase prices for existing customers each year at renewal in a
practice known as price walking.
The FCA said: “This means that consumers have to shop around and switch
every year to avoid paying higher prices for being loyal.
“It also distorts the way the market works for everyone. Many firms offer belowcost prices to attract new customers.
“They also use sophisticated processes to target the best deals at customers
who they think will not switch in the future and will therefore pay more.”
The watchdog added that the new rules will also make it easier for customers to
cancel automatic renewal of their policy and require insurance firms to do more
to consider how they offer fair value to their customers.
Insurers will also have to send data to the FCA so the regulator can monitor the
market more effectively.
Sheldon Mills, executive director of consumers and competition at the FCA, said:
“These measures will put an end to the very high prices paid by many loyal
customers.
“Consumers can still benefit from shopping around or negotiating with their
current provider, but won’t be charged more at renewal just for being an existing
customer.
continued
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“We are making the insurance market work better for millions of people. We will
be watching closely to see how the market develops in the future and to ensure
firms continue to deliver fairer value to consumers.”
The new rules will come into effect from January 1 next year and the impact will
be reviewed in a full evaluation in 2024.
Charlotte Clark, director of regulation at the Association of British Insurers (ABI),
said: “While the FCA recognises their interventions could lead to price increases
for consumers who regularly shop around, these remedies should ensure that all
customers get fair outcomes from competitive insurance markets.
“It is vital that the new rules are applied across the whole insurance market,
including price comparison websites and insurance brokers, with a uniform level
of supervision and monitoring by the FCA, to ensure good customer outcomes.
“As the FCA has said previously, insurers do not make excessive profits and, as
they now point out, it is likely that firms will no longer be able to offer
unsustainably low-priced deals to some customers.”
Rodney Bonnard, UK head of insurance at EY, said: “In practice, we expect this
to be beneficial for longer term customers but customers who switch providers
regularly may pay more once the reform is implemented.
“In the immediate aftermath of the transition, we could well see some product
consolidation, however over time, innovation will be crucial to competitive
advantage.”
Gareth Shaw, head of money at Which?, said: “For far too long, insurance
companies have employed sharp pricing tactics to lure in customers before
hitting them with eye-watering price hikes and exorbitant premiums, so it is right
that measures will finally be introduced to help put an end to these unfair
practices.”
Citizens Advice previously submitted a “super complaint” to the Competition and
Markets Authority about the loyalty penalty paid across the mobile, broadband,
home insurance, mortgages and savings markets.
Matthew Upton, director of policy at Citizens Advice, said: “For us, and those
loyal customers, this fix cannot come soon enough.”
OBITUARY
It is with deep regret that I have to advise you that Elly Slater passed away on
20th May 2021.
Elly became an associate in 1983 and after passing her test in August of that
year, became an observer. She then went on to become a senior observer and
then was Centre Manager at our Bromley Centre for over 20 years. During this
time she also achieved her National Observer qualification and was the first
female National Observer in the Group.
Throughout that time she was also very active in promoting the Group and was
always a willing volunteer helping out on the Group stand at the many fairs and
shows.
She was a very popular member of the Group and will be greatly missed by all
who knew her.
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MOTORISTS SET TO MAKE INSURANCE SAVINGS AS NEW WHIPLASH
CLAIMS PORTAL LAUNCHES
Motorists across England and Wales are set to collectively make over £1 billionworth of savings as new rules on whiplash claims come into force.
A new online portal is available for road traffic-related personal injury claims
under £5,000, including whiplash.
This means claimants can settle their own claim for accidents happening on May
31 or after without the use of a lawyer if they wish, sparing legal costs.
It is anticipated that the majority of road traffic accident claims will use the portal
in future.
There is also a ban on settling whiplash cases without medical evidence – a
practice which has opened the door to fraudulent or exaggerated claims.
Claims for whiplash and other road traffic accident injuries feed into the costs of
the motor insurance policies that everyone pays.
The Ministry of Justice (MoJ) said the move could slash around £35 off a typical
car insurance premium per year.
It said the changes are designed to reduce the “unacceptably high” number of
whiplash claims made each year, with more than 550,000 in 2019/20 alone.
Despite fewer crashes reported year-on-year since 2013, road traffic accident
claims are more than 40% higher than in 2006, the MoJ said, pushing up the
costs of premiums for ordinary motorists.
Insurers have pledged to pass on the savings that these reforms will create to
drivers, worth a total of £1.2 billion, it added.
Lord Chancellor Robert Buckland said: “For too long the system for making
whiplash claims has been open to abuse by individuals looking for an easy
payday – with ordinary motorists paying the price.
“Our changes, which come into force today, will put an end to this greedy
opportunism and ultimately see savings put back into the pockets of the
country’s drivers.”
Dominic Clayden, chief executive of Motor Insurers’ Bureau (MIB) which
operates the new Official Injury Claim (OIC) online claims portal, said: “We are
pleased to have delivered on our remit to build a service that meets the
requirements of these important policy changes.
“MIB’s focus has always been about making sure the new legal process is as
easy and straightforward as possible for anyone who might need to make a
claim.
“To make sure the service works well for everyone we will continue our work with
the Ministry of Justice to listen to feedback and to make further enhancements.”
Steve Gooding, director of the RAC Foundation, said: “There are almost as
many lurid headlines about whiplash claims as there are claims themselves.
“This new system should mean legitimate cases are easier and quicker to deal
with, fraudulent claims are more likely to fail and all drivers benefit from
decreases in their insurance premiums.”
Dave Lovely from insurance giant Aviva said: “These reforms are critical in
creating a fairer system that balances care and compensation for genuine
injuries caused by motor accidents, while removing excess costs.
continued
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“Through the new OIC portal, which has been supported by the insurance industry, motorists can more easily manage their claims without legal help, including
obtaining medical reports and receiving compensation payments.
“For the insurance industry, the new law allows us to focus on those people with
genuine injuries and claims to ensure we help them when they need us most.
This is a powerful example of the insurance industry working for the benefit of its
customers, and Aviva stands by its promise to pass on 100% of the savings we
see from the reforms to our customers.”
Aviva added that, more widely, the reforms would effectively end the “no win, no
fee” incentive behind many minor motor injury claims that encouraged some
claimants to “have a go”.
This will remove legal costs from many minor, straightforward claims, and should
also reduce the number of nuisance calls and texts chasing injury claims, it added.
James Dalton, director, general insurance policy, the Association of British Insurers (ABI) said: “This long-awaited reform is a big win for consumers. The portal
and associated reforms will help control the costs associated with whiplash
claims, whilst ensuring proportionate compensation is paid to genuinely injured
claimants.
“The ABI has been working with the Government over a number of years on
much-needed reforms to the UK’s personal injury system, and this portal is a key
development to ensure a compensation system that has genuine claimants at its
heart, while cracking down on those who look to exploit the system.”
FIRST SOCIAL GATHERING
Group members met up at Hall Place on 6th June for a social gathering and a
catch-up. Over 40 members enjoyed the time and said that they would be keen
to attend another meeting later on in the year.
The event was organised by Saby Ghosh who is pictured below (at the front in
shorts) with the rest of the members who attended.

THE DECISION
Judges are at odds with deciding what is the answer to the following question,
Wallpaper, is it a hanging offence?
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